2030 Water Resources Group (2030WRG)
MINUTES OF 2030WRG MONGOLIA PROGRAM
STEERING BOARD MEETING
Date: Wednesday, 13th March, 2019
Time: 14:30 pm – 16:30 pm
Venue: Khaan Meeting Hall, Ministry of Environment and Tourism (MET), Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia
Chair: Ts. Tsengel, Chair of the Steering Board

Summary and highlights of consultative meeting
Mr. Tsengel. Ts, the Secretary or Chair of Steering Board opened the Steering Board by noting that the
engagement through the MSP of the private sector and civil society is helping the country find the
optimal solutions collectively. Welcoming address continued by Mrs. Karin Krchnak, program manager of
2030 Water Resources Group. After welcome session of SB meeting, Dr. Dorjsuren presented the power
point presentation on the ‘2018 Annual Report and 2019 Work Plan of 2030 Water Resources Group,
Mongolia Program’. Based on given information, the Steering Board discussed the progress of 2030
WRG for the past year and the future work programs, continuing on the three workstreams: (1) Water
Demand Reduction and Water Supply Augmentation, (2) Enabling Legal Environment for Wastewater
Treatment and Reuse, Improving Water Valuation and Incentives and (3) Collaboration among
stakeholders and capacity building.
The Steering Board voted on the work program for the current year, which will focus on: (a) Improve
water governance through River Basin MSP Councils, (b) Support financial and non-financial incentives in
water use; Water Pollution Fee Law Amendments & its enforcement; (c) Enable wastewater reuse and
water efficiency through improvements to the legal environment, (d) developing the architecture for a
Groundwater Data Management Center, including an assessment of data gaps in cooperation with the
projects funded by World Bank and ADB; (f) Climate Change-Water-Private Sector Nexus (Mining
Companies) and (e) technological innovations for acceleration of wastewater treatment or blockchain
technology, building upon 2030 WRG’s experience in India and other countries.
MAYOR’S OFFICE
The City of UB Mayor Office discussed the important role the City will have in implementation of the
legal amendments and expressed the potential supports on the demo project for wastewater reuse, in
particular on the Teacher’s House demo project. Furthermore, the MSP discussed the need to improve
data on pollution, including sources and the financial implications, as well as acceleration of
wastewater reuse pilots once the legal frameworks are in place.

MET
Groundwater management is a high priority, particularly with mining, as noted by the mining companies
represented and the NGOs. There was discussion of the undispersed funds of MINIS to potentially
support groundwater data management improvements. More attention on aquifer recharge is needed,
as well as assessment of potential rainwater harvesting, balancing need for return flows for local
communities. There is a need to increase local water conservation measures, including through
technological approaches and engagement of the herder communities. The River Basin MSPs are critical
and need more support to ensure they are operationalized. The work of 2030 WRG Maharashtra on
wastewater reuse certificates was discussed and plans to consider this in Mongolia.
MINING COMPANIES
The representatives of mining companies fully agree and support the initiatives on the aquifer
recharges. They also shared their practices on the aquifer recharge and wastewater reuses with SB
members. In particular, the representatives of mining companies and light industrial companies
expressed their great acknowledgement on the initiative of 2030 WRG for National standards for
wastewater reuse.
Civil society
Mrs. Erdene requested the 2030 WRG on educating and training the journalists. A reason is that, during
the discussion period of Water Pollution Fee Law at the public and Parliament, there were numerous
number of negative news shared by journalists. Therefore, it would be very important to educate the
journalists and share the appropriate and equal information and data.
Academy
Prof. Basandorj was thankful for support of 2030WRG on the wastewater reuse demo project and
proposal of Mayor’s office. He requested the 2030 WRG on the development of standard for reuse of
soil water if possible. He also noted the importance of technological innovations and blockchain
technology and he shared the contact address of US professor who might provide promising lecture and
training course on the blockchain technology.
DECISIONS & ACTIONS:
1. The members of Steering Board agreed with full performance of 2030 WRG Mongolia Program
in the year of 2018 and supported the main priorities and key tasks of 2019 Work Plan.
2. To oblige D. Dorjsuren, country coordinator of 2030 WRG Mongolia, to exercise control and
oversight on the implementation of this proposed 2019 Work Plan.
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No
1
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Main Priorities
Improving water
governance at local
level through River
Basin MSP Councils
(Collaboration with
SDC Mongolia)

Support for
enabling legal
environment on
facilitating
wastewater
treatment and
reuse, efficient use
of water resources

Key Tasks
• Organize
capacity
building
trainings at RB MSP councils
which will be divided into 4
regions
(Supporting
and
coaching the regular tarinings
and meetings of
Selenge,
Kherlen, Khyargas and Southern
Gobi RB MSP councils)
• Cooperate with Green gold
project funded by SDC Mongolia
in the western, central and
eastern Mongolia through linking
the 2030 WRG’s workstream with
project activities on pasture
management
• Facilitate implementation of 2
projects on wastewater
recycling and reusing (MCS Coca
Cola in Ulaanbaatar & SGS in
Gobi region)
• Ongoing support on the
potential demonstration project
for treated wastewater recycle
and reuse in internal sewerage
network (Teacher’s
Development House)
• Finalize the workstream of
developing the draft water tariff
guideline and methodology, and
development of
recommendation, increase
viability of wastewater
treatment and reuse for
demand reduction and fresh
water conservation at urban
area
• Introduce and apply the modern
approach as blockchain
technology into monitoring for
enforcement of MNS 6734:2018
standards on treated
wastewater reuse

Following tasks
• Work plan shall be

discussed and
approved by SB and
Workstream
• Develop the training
and coaching proposal
• Develop the project
proposals on
cooperation with SDC
Mongolia

• Continue organizing

the multi- stakeholder
meetings regarding to
supports for currently
ongoing pilot projects
• Consult with
stakeholders
• Organize workstream
meetings discussing
the work progress and
outcomes of
workstream on the
water tariff reform
• Learning the
blockchain technology

Timeline
13 March

05 April
05 April

01-31 March

25 June
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Support financial
and non-financial
incentives in water
use; Support on
enforcement of
Water Pollution
Fee Law
Amendments

•

Organize Golden Drop Award
ceremony jointly with MET and
Chamber of Commerce and
Industry of Mongolia
• Ongoing support for
implementation of Water
Pollution Fee Law Amendment
and its guideline at selected
pilots of Ulaanbaatar city and
South Gobi mining region

• Organize the

Support on
development of
“Groundwater Data
Management
Center” in
cooperation with
the projects funded
by WB and ADB

• Conduct an impact assessment
on data sharing availabilities at
selected 2 river basins
• Organize a workshop on water
data sharing jointly with IFC VCP
Mining Roundtable
• Support organizing a tailored
training on input water data of
Gobi mining region to Data
center (on-site ER, OT and SGS)
• Introducing and applying new
technological innovations or
blockchain, artificial intelligence,
remote sensing methods

• Develop the proposal

•

•

Climate ChangeWater-Private
Sector Nexus
(Enabling the links
between mining
companies)

Conduct a potential impact
assessment of climate changes
at mining companies’ water
supply (Southern Gobi mining
region), in collaboration with
WB Water GP and IFC VCP
Mining Roundtable
• Share international best
practices and recommendations
for adaptation and sustainability
in Gobi Desert area
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•

•

•
•

on establishment of
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Management Center’
Initiate the study on
potential approaches
of information
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discussed at
workstream meetings
and approved by the
workstream
Develop the ToR for
consultancy service
Consult with
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Provide and share
information among the
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